
Opening 'New Frontiers' in Lithium Exploration  

 
Let Lithium help put your mind at ease but at the same time let Mining & Money put your investment in 
a safer place. 

 

Howdy. 

 

Mining & Money (M &M) has decided to have a closer look at two companies that lay claim at finding 
lithium brines in new locations. This write up represents only a small part of our due diligence process 
but there is no doubt that any investor should engage in a similar process whenever hearing of new 
lithium brine discoveries. 

 Looking for flaws and trying to understand the odds of a mineral project is to be done as early as 
possible anyway before committing large amounts of money to this sector which is known for being 
high risk high reward. 

The first company that we are looking at is Alset Energy Corp. (formerly Benton Capital Corp.) - its 
Mexican lithium discovery would be analyzed in the present write up. 

The second company  (a well known co) would be disclosed and analyzed in a subsequent Mining & 
Money write up.   

Back to our sheep.  We  start by saying that (in this write up) we are not going to discuss the Alset 
Energy management (as requested by some of our readers) but the company's main assets. And we are 
not going to discuss their million dollars work commitments. We are going to stick to the basics. If it is 
in the ground it is good; if not then it is a waste of time and money. 

The company holds title to a hardrock lithium property and a graphite property both located in Ontario, 
Canada. In 2016, the company entered into an agreement to acquire 100% interest in lithium, potash 
and boron assets located in the Mexican states of Zacatecas and San Luis Potosi. The market considers 
that the  company's Mexican assets have the highest potential in propelling it at the  forefront of a new 
wave of lithium producers therefore these are the mineral properties that we are going to analyze in this 
write up. 

There is not enough data on the Mexican salars and Alset does not have any technical report (or 
sampling) to back their claims of having identified lithium brines on the aforementioned tenements. 
 We will get back to this in a moment but this is bad for their image (and business I might add). 

Generally speaking many remote Mexican communities  located in (semi) arid regions experience 
saline water supplies. The problem is present in Zacatecas and San Luis Potosi as well. There is salt 
everywhere one could say. It even obstructs some of the their water networks. 

 



The history of the salars as salt producing operations (salinas) stretches back to the pre-Hispanic 
conquest but their systematic exploitation reached an industrial scale in the 16th to 18th centuries only 
when the salt was needed for processing of the silver ores at numerous local mines. Therefore there is 
nothing new about the presence of salars in the region. What is new is the claim to the existence of 
lithium rich brines. 

In the 1980s, six or seven of the salinas had been exploited by rudimentary methods and their monthly 
production was  estimated to about 1,500 tonnes of table salt and in a 'lower proportion'  sodium 
sulphate. 

A 1989, Mexican Geological Survey (SGM) survey found about 100 closed drainage /endhoreic or 
evaporation basins on the Mexican Altiplano of Zacatecas and San Luis Potosi (SLP) of which about 
30% display irregular concentrations of lithium. The salars are semicircular to ellipsoidal and up to 1 
km by 2 km in size. In the salinas visited by the survey  brines (exploited for their table salt content) are 
usually encountered  at 4 m to 5 m below the surface. 

A 1992, geologic and mining inventory of the SLP state revealed that samples of a single laguna were 
found to be anomalous (but not economic) i.e. lithium (26 ppm), potassium (72 ppm), and magnesium 
(62 ppm). 

According to a 2005 SLP geologic survey 'so far there is no evidence of the existence of lithium salts' 
in any of the salars, but there are irregular mineral accumulations of borates, zeolites and bentonite 
within these lagunas and/or at their periphery. No lithium salts. 

In 2010, the Mexican Geological Survey (SGM) published the results of a meeting of Latin American 
lithium experts  and referring to their Mexican salars they said that there are no known lithium mineral 
reserves but they have acknowledged that there is some lithium exploration going on within those 
salars. 

The most important  paper when it comes to lithium in Mexico is represented by a 2012 paper written 
by R.B. Wallace, a geological engineer and professor of economics at the National University of 
Mexico. Link goo.gl/mrL7RJ 

He provides an in-depth analysis of the small 'mining exploration company Pierro Sutti S.A. de C.V.' 
which in 2009 announced the discovery of  'a large lithium-potassium deposit sprawling along both 
sides of the border of Zacatecas and San Luis Potosi.'  The Wallace analysis indicates that the small 
Mexican outfit was not up to the task and other than providing fodder for news agencies they were 
doing nothing but a typical  (1800s type) mining promoter's job.  Wallace had access to Sutti's website 
(still up and running back then) and he provided an in depth commentary on grades, volumes 
('guesstimates'), and the chemical makeup of the samples collected by Sutti. His analysis indicates that 
most of Sutti's data should not be relied upon.  

Of interest for our evaluation are Wallace's geological conclusions. To be clearly mentioned here is the 
fact that Sutti was looking for hardrock lithium and potassium therefore he submitted some of the 
samples for X-ray diffraction studies (which resulted in the identification of the minerals that make up 
the sample). They have found a mix of quartz, vermiculite and (K?) feldspar.  Also present were illite 
(clay mineral having some potassium)  and hectorite (a lithium rich clay mineral). 

 



The local geologist pointed to the presence of sinter deposits (chalcedony) at Caliguey, Santa Clara and 
La Salada lagoons. His take was that the acidic fluids  have probably 'caused the argillaceous alteration 
of the andesite, thus accounting for the presence of illite and hectorite.' 

Good. So we have some data to work with. Earlier this year I have sent some of this data and the 
Wallace study (the one that raises questions about the presence of economic quantities of lithium in 
Sutti's salars) to the Alset CEO . The data didn't sound too good but I had faith that considering the 
engineering background of the CEO he would sort this out and indeed he wanted to do this by drilling 
most of the salars. ASAP. 

To be mentioned that to date Alset has not sampled the salars! Nada sampling. They have worked with 
data provided by the unreliable Sutti and the scarce data from some of the aforementioned studies. 

Meanwhile Alset came out with a couple of press releases that stressed out that from their Vancouver 
office (literature search) they have figured out that it is not the hardrock lithium enriched clay mineral 
hectorite that they are after but some (at this moment hypothetic) 'lithium and potassium brines' that 
initially existed in the pores of the Sutti collected sediment samples. Alset presumes that the sediment 
samples were initially soaked in brine or at least wet and after draining a dried up residue occupied the 
pores of the sample ( i.e.  lithium and potassium salts). And they explain that this is what was assayed 
by Sutti and it returned those anomalous lithium values. Sherlock Holmes is not dead after all. 

Alset admitted though that they have no idea if there were any initial brines hosted by the pores of the 
sediments/samples collected by a backhoe from depths to up to 5 m in some of the Sutti salars, but their 
theory (and this is what they have communicated to the market) is that they have lithium brines in there 
'just like in South America's Lithium Triangle'. Just like that. 

Another press release presents their 'proof' which is represented by assays done by the Geological 
Survey back in the 1980s. The geos sampled the brine extracted by a salinas (salt operation) and which 
came from a well that was 20m deep.  Two samples were collected from the salt operation's 
evaporation ponds and two from the decant basin. They were all rich in lithium ( i.e. over 1% lithium). 
Will get back to these in a moment. 

Fast forward and the buzz created by the resignation of their engineer CEO (not  a good sign for 
investors) and the subsequent appointment of an interesting character as CEO (as well as some 
investors requests) made me have another look at  these Mexican salars and write this shout out for the 
sake of existent and future Alset investors because they consider these salars as being sort of a flagship 
property for the company. 

OK then.  Alset has access to all/most of the sediment samples collected by Sutti. What I would have 
expected Alset to do to solve the lithium brines conundrum would have been a few simple X-ray 
diffraction tests on the sediment samples that have returned high grade lithium values (according to 
Sutti). 

The presence of lithium brines in the initially wet sediment samples (collected from the salars from a 
depth up to 5 m) would have been revealed by the presence of lithium salts. Remember that previous 
studies have already identified the hardrock lithium enriched  clay (hectorite) that could be responsible 
for most or all of  the anomalous lithium values but if the test tells us that indeed some other lithium 
compounds/salts exist (they were initially being dissolved in brines) then we would have the proof that 
lithium brines existed in that salar. 

 



Anyway advised by their consultants Alset took a few of the sediment samples and sent them to the lab 
to do a water leach followed by a weak acid leach to try to figure out how much of the lithium is bound 
in clays (hectorite) and how much is 'free' and might have been derived from brines.  What I don't like 
here is the weak acid leach which could actually rob some lithium from the hectorite clay therefore the 
results might not/should not be accurate. 

One has also to remember that SGM mentions that they have never been able to identify any lithium 
salts in the salars that are part of their Mexican Altiplano. 

But back to the basic question. Do brines exist below the surface of the playas? The answer is yes, in 
most cases they do or should exist. And the salt producing operations (salinas) testify to their existence. 
As to their volume and chemical characterization this is a whole other discussion that we need to have. 

What do we need to have in place in order to have those brines hosted by playas? 

We need arid conditions that lasted many tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years.  

We also need a suitable rock source (there are some rhyolites and other tuffs in the area that might be 
proposed as potential rock sources for lithium - by leaching, transportation then deposition in the playas 
where it would be concentrated through evaporation). 

But we also need the basins to be closed drainage basins (endhoreic). We don't want the lithium 
bearing water or brines to escape the ancient lake by flowing into a creek that takes them away. They 
have to stay there within the playa and concentrate through evaporation over long periods of time. 

So are Alset's playas closed basins per se? Let's have a look at a GE map.  Copy and paste the 
following coords in your Google Earth application: 23°14'49.06"N, 102°11'16.06"W. To the northwest 
is their Caliguey playa and to the right/NE the Santa Clara playa. 

Well, they're not! Many of them have drainage (outflows) and are connected that way with other 
basins/playas/lagoons (including the two aforementioned playas). They mostly look like evaporation 
pans/playas i.e. the kind that you have if you have some flat land where there is not that much 
drainage.  This is not good as it is not conducive to accumulation through concentration of lithium 
(over eons) in those structures. 

Speaking of structures/basins I will show you a simple way of figuring out if the playa can be hosting 
economic/large enough quantities of brines or not. First thing to look at (other than surface area) we 
will look not at the playa per se but at the topography of the region surrounding the playa. 

In South America's Lithium Triangle or up in the Clayton Valley  one could easily see that not only that 
the basin is closed on all sides but it is closed by high mountains! Why mountains? Because all these 
well known lithium producing playas are the surface expression of deep basins that host a thick 
sequence of alluvium of volcanic and sedimentary origin.  The basin/tectonic block hosting the playa 
enjoyed a prolonged subsidence (it is moving down on faults) while the surrounding area stays high or 
is being lifted by the same tectonic  forces.  It is always a 'Basin and Range' area. 

If the sequence hosted by the basin is thick (the bowl is deep) then there are good chances that there 
would be many porous rock strata that could host aquifers (water and/or brine). 

 



Then if the surrounding area is mountainous the high energy relief would help move more of the 
lithium rich rocks down the slope and towards the valley/playa under the force of gravity. And the 
catchment basin is larger (than in the case of a region with flatter land) consisting of numerous valley 
that coalesce and drain into the low flat floor valley/playa. 

Well, again Alset salars are located on flat(ish) land (not surrounded by faulted high mountains) 
therefore they are not covering deep bowls/depressions that would host thick alluvial sequences! 

We have to acknowledge one of their press releases where they have said  that preliminary geophysical 
surveys indicate a depth of ... 70 m (La Salada salar)! What? And are they proud of that?  All the other 
known lithium producing brines salars have depths of hundreds to over 1,000m and thick alluvial 
sequences that could host huge volumes of brine. 

Next question is OK then let's say that despite the evidence we would have some lithium brines in there 
but how much brine/lithium can be in there? 

The answer is simple. And to answer that I will do some back of the envelope calculations i.e. to figure 
that out in less than 5 minutes. 

I will assume that we have a circular basin having a diameter of 1 km. Their basins are stated to be 1-
1.5 km in length and 1 km wide so I should be good here. 

Next I will take their 70 m as the depth of the basin (even though most likely that many of their other 
salars could be only 30-50 m in depth). 

So the volume of rock that can be hosted in that basin would be of 27,670,000 m3 (or cubic meters). 

Next let's assume that 30% of that is porous and the pores connected and we can consider them 
aquifers. That is 9,223,333 m3 of rocks possibly hosting aquifers (brines). 

We will assign them a decent value of 10% as specific yield, and we would obtain a value of 922,333 
m3 of brine. This is the drainable or extractable brine from the aforementioned aquifers. 

Let's explain this. If you want to impress your wife/daughter or help your girlfriend  then you do 
dishes. All you need is a sponge, detergent and water. Will skip the detergent. 

Take the dry sponge and measure its weigh. Then place it on your palm under the shower and soak it 
with water. If you're going to weigh it again and do the math (subtraction) you'll get the weight of 
water that your sponge can hold. Now hold it in your palm long enough and most of the water is going 
to drain (by itself) under the influence of gravity. Weigh it again and you'll get the weight of water that 
has not been drained under the influence of gravity. Now you can calculate (subtraction again) how 
much water was actually drained or released under the influence of gravity and this is what we call the 
specific yield. 

An aquifer is characterized by a series of parameters  but in order to make things simple will take into 
account only the amount of water/brine that is recoverable from the total in-situ brine volume existent 
in an aquifer (i.e. the specific yield). The balance of water that remains locked in the pores of the rock 
is being held there by forces that are better known to physicists. 

Back to our calculation. So that 70m deep basin (La Salada) would yield less than 1 million cubic 
meters of brine (and I am being generous here). 

 



We are at the point where we have to figure out the expected lithium grade.  Remember that the salars 
did not offer adequate conditions for the preservation of lithium in brine (basins are shallow and are not 
closed drainage basins, but mostly evaporation basins therefore any overflow or outflow from them 
would reduce the quantity of lithium existent in the basin).   

I mostly accept the Wallace geologist's explanation for the existence of lithium in those playas i.e. 
hydrothermal  alteration of volcanic rocks/tuffs created hectorite, which is a lithium enriched clay 
mineral. Next we have aquifer water taking into solution the lithium from hectorite and then 
evaporation processes concentrated the brine to a certain point in some of the salars. 

I consider that the average value for lithium in brines (hosted by those Mexican salars) can be in the 30 
ppm to 70 ppm range, which is pretty much in line with the values released by an aforementioned 
geological survey.  As to the chemical makeup I think that the Mg/Li ratio is good, but there might be 
too much sodium sulphate in the brines and this is not good news when it comes to processing it. 

But due to exploitation of brines (for salt) where they have used evaporation ponds and decanted the 
remaining concentrated liquor (containing lithium) back in the salar/lagoon they have inadvertently 
increased the lithium concentration in some of the salars that were subject to salt exploitation (salinas). 
This explains the over 1% lithium values obtained by another survey that assayed the brines from the 
evaporation pond and decant basins of a salinas. 

Still, even in this case one has to consider that the aquifers of a playa are not completely separated from 
the surrounding environment and there are water inflows (surface and underground) that continuously 
feed them. Because of that the water that was pumped out and evaporated in salinas' solar ponds was 
replaced by a fresh water inflow that diluted the higher lithium grades resulted from salt works. 

Therefore  I will assign the brines from the salt works an average grade of 200ppm which translates in 
a 220 mg/L grade.  

Next I will do the math (recoverable volume of brine times grade) and I would get that the famed 70 m 
deep salar could yield only 1,171 tonnes of lithium carbonate. At $10,000 per tonne it would be worth 
$11.7 million. But that is far from covering the bill for building a lithium processing plant therefore in 
the event that they have that brine in the ground they would only concentrate it (solar evap ponds) then 
ship it out like that (sell it) to a producer most likely Abermarle (back in the US) for processing. 

If you don't like my numbers double them but they would still not be enough to build a lithium 
operation down there. 

If I were Alset management I would take into consideration the expenses (maintaining the claims, 
exploration expenses and such) and I would definitely skip these salars and I would focus the money 
and resources on the lithium bearing pegmatites of Ontario, Canada. Or I would buy into a past 
producing mine. 

I hope that this write up would help you investors make the right decision. Do your own due diligence 
and may the power be with you! 

Disclosure: The writer does not own and does not intend to own any Alset Energy Corp shares. 

 


